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ELECTRIC DEEP WASHING ROAD TRUCK BY-C30 
Introduction:

Electric Deep washing road truck BY-C30 is a collection of road sweeping and high pressure
washing truck in efficient sanitation trucks, the truck power source adopts new energy lithium
battery,with low noise and zero pollution discharge, it is economic and environmental-
protected. It adopts cleaning mode without sweeping brush, and the closed cleaning operation
mode of “high pressure washing + negative pressure recovery” is used to break the
shortcomings of the traditional small machine sweeping truck, which is easy to raise dust when
the sweeping brush is rotating, and effectively control the dust, making a new look on the
washed and swept road surface.BY-C30 has a novel appearance. It can not only shuttle back
streets, but also narrow roads, branch roads, universities, properties, squares, parks, airports,
docks and other places for deep washing.
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Product Parameters:
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Product Advantages:

The working mode adopts the scrubbing mode without sweeping, and the closed cleaning
operation mode of “high pressure washing + vacuum recovery” can restore the original
color of the road, making it as wash as a new road;
It has many functions such as road washing , vacuum recycling, front row washing with
changeable angle, left and right side washing, roadside washing, hand-held high-pressure
washing, etc,;
It is equipped with a winter antifreeze system and a unique working principle design,
which can avoid icing of the pipeline in winter and ensure the stable operation of the
vehicle;
The vehicle is equipped with heating and cooling air-conditioning, radio, integrated display,
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Integrated operation panel, etc. to improve the driving comfort;
The vehicle can optionally be equipped with a smart environmental sanitation big data
operation and maintenance system, which can view operation data, battery data, and
operation trajectory 
In real time; the vehicle is comfortable to drive, simple to operate, and has no high
requirements on the driver;
It is equipped with a six-channel monitoring system. During operation, the operating
environment and operating results around the vehicle can be viewed inside the cab, effectively
improving 
Working safety and operating quality.
Can optional fast charging mode, the battery can be fully charged in just 2-3 hours;
Equipped with a 1400L water tank, it adopts the fire-fighting water injection port,with water
level display, water level alarm, drain port, overflow port, etc.
It is equipped with 1100L waste bin, adopts hydraulic self-unloading method, and is equipped
with observation port, self-cleaning function, sewage discharge port dump extension board
etc.;
Equipped high-pressure washing system, with a pressure of up to 20Mpa and a 15 meter high-
pressure pipe, capable of high-pressure flushing the road surface.


